
Business Growth Through Media Buying With
Charles Kirkland

This article is a summary of the insightful interview with multimillionaire
business entrepreneur, Daryl Urbanski, chronicling his experiences,
strategies, and advice concerning thriving entrepreneurship, scaling
success, and creating effective offers amid the highly competitive
landscape.

It is crucial as it arms aspiring entrepreneurs with the knowledge and
understanding they require to navigate the rough waters of the business
world successfully.

The benefit participating in these exercises is accelerated business
proficiency, clearer insight into the mechanics of entrepreneurship,
successful business scaling, and crafting influential offers.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"A good offer changes everything. You should never start with the product
in mind but with the buyer." - Daryl Urbanski

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The curated questions and activities are tailored to help you apply the
outlined strategies practically, deepen your understanding of survival in the
ever-evolving business environment, and stimulate an introspective
exploration of how to utilize your own business assets effectively.



Activity
Reflect on your understanding of the current business landscape, jot down
your thoughts.

Identify three challenges you believe are present in creating a high
converting funnel.

Considering Urbanski's quote, how can you make your business scalable?

List down three assets you currently possess as an affiliate.
Why do you think an email list can be an important asset?



How can you effectively use an email list as an asset in your business?
Reflect on the phrase "Money lies in the backend", explain your
understanding of it.

Identify three significant elements of a good offer.

Reflect on the significance of starting with the buyer in mind before creating
a product.

How can a mediocre offer adversely affect a business venture?

Based on Urbanski's insights, what can you incorporate into your business
strategy?



Review your current offer, is there something you can improve?

Compare the differences in the approach to creating an offer between
focusing on the product versus focusing on the buyer.

True or False: The current business landscape is easier, making it simpler
to create high converting funnels.

Multiple Choice: Which of the following can be considered a significant
asset for affiliates, according to Urbanski?
A. Social Media Following
B. Email List
C. Website Traffic

Fill in the Blank: A ______ offer can drastically change the success of a
venture.



Reflect upon and write down how the lessons from this interview can
impact your business journey.

How would you use these concepts to create your own unique business
plan?

What changes would you implement in your existing business using the
insights from this article?

Write down any further questions or areas you'd like to explore in the future
inspired by the content of this article.


